
The Dry Weight of Water              - Joshua Golden

Characters:
     Bob and Alice, Ted and Carol,

 two couples- all astronauts 
All dressed in white jumpsuits.

post-flight scenes=(a): all movements on stage 
are to emphasis/mimic the absence of Gravity.

pre-flight flash back scenes=(b) 

Scene:(a)
Stage empty except for a  

'Zero-G' recliner stage right, and small "console" nearby. 
With spaceship interior (1) projection on rear screen.

Background sound: space ship
Bob on recliner under dim light at rest, 

Lights up, he comes around.
BOB

(reflective)
Morning? again?...The same dream...again. Familiar faces 
growing old...memory fading... 

Bob sighs, sits up
Does anyone ever look in a mirror without thinking;"I was 
young once" as flesh wrinkles- then withers...and 
eventually blows away as dust.

Bob Stands,
rubs face

Well, most of us anyway.
That same dream...every night, since... when? back Sixty 
years? Alone for sixty years?!

Bob sighs, transits to stage left 
Back then no one really thought it was possible...Oh, a 
few million were hopeful, thousands were enthusiastic,  
hundreds were truly dedicated. But the four of us? We 
were nuts! No time for mirror gazing back then.

Bob pauses in contemplation as
Lights and sound change signaling flashback (b) 

projection (2)
as Alice, Ted and Carol enter stage left 

with cups in hand (and one for Bob)

TED
Well? What's the word, old bird?

BOB
Jackpot!
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TED
Yeah?

BOB
Funding is secured! Control is on board. It seems 
redundant, but, I've been asked to confirm one last time 
that we're all committed to the mission.

CAROL
Bob! What do you think, it's all we've been talking about 
for the past year, definitely, Yes! If it's happening- We 
are the team to do it!

TED
Yes sir! That's a solid affirmative! Defying all sense, 
and arguments to the contrary, we can't wait to be the 
first ones to set up house on Mars! But hey- didn't you 
mean to ask if we're committable?

BOB
I know you are Ted- Ya nut!... And you 
Allie?

ALICE
You know the answer Dear heart, of course, I...I love the 
idea...I'm not 100 percent sure it's sensible... but, 
yes, of course I'm all in.

BOB
OK then! Houston - we have consensus. Mars here we come. 
Now, let's get this party started!

They toast cheerfully and drink

ALL
To Mars! 

Alice, Ted and Carol leave stage left

BOB
Our team- "the obsessed," was on overdrive for years as 
preparation consumed every second. 

All my training, all my work had led me to this, and it 
was finally happening! Ted and Carol were delirious with 
enthusiasm, this was the next leap for a committed 
Astronaut, and they were the best.
Alice would follow me anywhere, she was trained and 
devoted to the mission- but, I was never sure if she was 
thrilled. She always was more sensible.

Alice enter stage left pauses, pensive 
 Ted and Carol enter Stage right

and busy themselves 
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Bob goes to Alice

BOB
Allie Honey, are you all right? You've been 
so...preoccupied?

ALICE
I Know...I'm sorry, I've just been thinking...Maybe 
regretting?...I know that the 'settle down and start a 
family' ship sailed a long time ago...but sometimes I 
wish...that we had...

TED
(interrupting)

All systems are go chief. Hey Ally- You 
OK?

Carol approaches

ALICE
Huh? oh Sure, sure. I dunno 'bout you guys, but as the 
lift looms closer, I'm getting a little... nervy?

CAROL
Of course you are. In our boots most would be stark 
raving by now! No shopping on Mars?- not to mention 
air!

TED
Don't listen to her Ally, we'll have all we need. I 
guar-en-tee life support is solid. And these new fangled 
bio-plasma incubators can pump out, what we politely 
refer to as food, till Hell freezes over...but, I hear 
ya, it will take some adjustment. Not much nightlife up 
there!

CAROL
(to Alice)

The whole idea is completely counter intuitive to 
human existence- But Alice honey, Nothing says human 
louder than "feeling nervy." It's OK, 
It's...natural!

BOB
Of course it is! It'll be just like retirement!

TED
Remind me to pack my golf clubs! 
Hell of a course- A million hazards.
Yeah, we're complete nut jobs!

CAROL
Ted! Jee-sus that's not going to help!
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BOB
Now gang...After six years of prep- the details are 
well in hand. Everything triple checked, verified and 
tested by the best technicians ever trained. We may 
be crazy nuts, but we're god-damn pros!

ALICE
I Know, I know, I'm sorry everyone, it's just... maybe 
I'm thinking too much? I'm OK, really...but you've got 
to admit, leaving good old terra firma 
is...well...momentous?

Bob goes to Alice

BOB
I Think the word your looking for is HISTORIC! We've 
got this. The experiment of the millennium...

Bob draws Alice close

and who knows where it may lead!

ALICE
Oh Bob! I Know, and I'm so proud of you! You've really 
made this happen!

They embrace

TED
That's the spirit girl, You'll see, this'll be an 
adventure!

ALICE
Oh, I'm sure of that, I wouldn't miss it for the world! 
Still- I will miss the world.

CAROL
Roger that- but come on- chins up- All for one...

All

...and one for all!

Lights out
Ted Alice and Carol exit

scene(a) change projection (1) 
lights up on Bob seated busy at console.  

He looks up expectantly as
Alice enters with with clip board.

ALICE
(Mockingly saluting at attention)

Sir, all tests routine, sir, all systems operational, 
sir, rad count nominal, Data logged...Captain sir.
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BOB
(rolls eyes amused, mirthfully)

Very well- number one, at-ease...

Alice smooches the air in Bobs direction as
Ted enters with a device,

TED
Well, our corporate overlords will be pleased to know 
their experiments are very well behaved little 
hitchhikers- Capitalist bastards!

Carol enters with a deck of cards.

CAROL
The exercise chamber is available for its next victim-  
So, how's it look chief? how long till the Spring 
thaw?

BOB
Ha ha, still a couple months away.

TED
This is one long-ass ski trip!

ALICE
But no lines at the chair lift! Who's for hot chocolate?

CAROL
No exercise volunteers? Well, Bridge anyone?

Carol holds up cards

BOB
I thought you'd never ask!

Bob stands and follow all as they exit stage left,
lights fade Bob turns back to center stage.

BOB
I’ll tell you- that was one wild bridge club- ski trip, 
We had no problem entertaining ourselves.

The tribulations of zero-G sex are well documented, I 
won’t bore you- Suffice to say, once you get the hang of 
it, figure the best rigging, there is nothing quite like 
it.

Bob smiles and Muses silently in light as
Carol enters quietly stage right in dark,

 with clip board and goes to console
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BOB
(To Audience)

You'd hardly notice it at first a small pop...

Lights up with
Popping sound,

BOB
(reflective)

...like the first kernel of popcorn going critical

Alice
(off Stage)

Hey, are you guys seeing this up there?

A muffled hiss, a high pitched squeal- 
and sudden sharp rapping jolt/roaring sound

Flashing emergency lights & and alarm
Carol and Bob react

SHIP
WARNING- DANGER- HULL BREACH- PRESSURE DROP- WARNING- 
DANGER- HULL BREACH- PRESSURE DROP-  WARNING- DANGER- 
HULL BREACH- PRESSURE DROP....

Bob rushes to console, 

BOB
Damage control - GO!

Carol leaves stage right in haste
Bob flicks switch, Ship voice and alarm stops, 

flashing light continues
BOB

Alice, Alice...Report...Ted...Report...

CAROL- 
(OFFSTAGE)

TED!
Bob reacts.
Lights out-

Lights up on Bob at console

BOB
A cluster of heavy sand, from God knows where had hit us 
like a shotgun blast- too small and fast for our sensors, 
it was un avoidable. We'd lost our first round of Martian 
roulette.

After repair, we cycled the lab hatch, auto-sealed for 
our safety...as O2 vented- Alice...was... gone. 
Ted had hit his head hard on a scanner and was out cold 
for a day. A very long day. 
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Carol returns to stage opposite

CAROL
(COOLY to BOB)

After the breach venting atmo became thrust and we went 
into a wide spin. Navcom confirms; we've been blown way 
off course- It wouldn’t be that bad...we could recover- 
if the damn drive dampers weren't blown by the impact- 
Those 'Effing smug engineers always said 'dampers can't 
fail'...they were half right- The drive itself is bullet 
proof, running steady, As in, will never be cool enough 
to realign dampers! You can turn the wheel all you want- 
we have no goddamn rudder.

Bob is silent and dejected

The Comlink is dead, and Ted is still out cold. The only 
good news in this shit storm is- the hull is intact, life 
support is functioning, and... were alive, mostly. 
I'm going to check on Ted.

Carol pauses, gives Bob a squeeze on shoulder, 
hand on cheek

CAROL
Oh Bob! I am so sorry about Alice.

They embrace briefly, Carol leaves stage
Bob to audience. 

BOB
With our help, Ted slowly recovered, but his intellect 
had suffered, three handed Bridge was definitely out. 
The experiment had changed. 
Long after we should have been celebrating our touchdown 
we got the Comlink up, for all the good that did, there 
was nothing Control could do- We were outbound in a large 
bean can- Plenty of power and provisions, but with no 
destination in sight. 
The years went by and the shock wore off. It really 
wasn’t much different than camping on Mars would have 
been. 

As he talks Ted and Carol enter
 Carol Helps Ted sit on recliner

TED
(Impaired)

C..Carol y..you l...look gr...gr...great! Haven’t aged a 
d...day- Gr...gr...great.
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BOB
(to audience)

This was as deep as his observations went anymore. But he 
did get me noticing, she did look good. It seemed like we 
weren’t aging at all.  
In zero-G bodies change. But something else was happening 
too.

Ted in his own world inarticulate
Carol turns to Bob

CAROL
So, I had a very long consult with Control, Maddening 
with that damn delay- our hypothesis is sound, the tests 
they suggested confirm- Increased lymph flows, enhanced 
white blood cell function, organs, cellular metabolism- 
everything is adapting to zero-G, and our bodies are 
benefitting. 

BOB
Why hadn't ever occurred to anyone that gravity affected 
health so profoundly? But, why wouldn't it? 

CAROL

Right. It's obvious that gravity hinders just about 
everything, add in pressure and friction- it's a wonder 
we ever get anything done!

No one has ever had this kind of test going- After these 
forty years it's clear, Earth bound we may be dying of 
gravity poisoning.

BOB
Congratulations- A break through for astro-biology... But 
it sure doesn’t do much for my morale. 

CAROL
HMmmm, Maybe I can help with that?

She approaches him seductively 
BOB

You know what, I just bet you can. This no aging thing 
does have some benefits.

they both glance at Ted, 
oblivious to them and slip off stage left holding hands.

Ted on stage alone, 
awkwardly fumbles with a juice box with straw- 

takes a few sips, then chokes. 
helpless he asphyxiates slowly and dies dramatically, 

coming to rest with adrift limbs.
Lights out
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Bob and Carol back on stage stage left
 smiling to each other

 lights up
Carol rushes to Ted

CAROL
TED!- Oh Ted... NO!

Lights out- Carol and Ted off stage
Light up on Bob

BOB
After That Carol...was...distant. As distant as could be, 
living together in a can. Time was weighing us down like 
gravity never would.

I’ll never know exactly why she did it.
I might as well try calculating the dry weight of water. 
But, one day, 20 years ago, I found her. 

It isn’t easy to hang yourself in zero-G, but she was 
always clever. She'd slipped a noose 'round her neck, 
some heavy cargo bungees 'round her ankles and... slowly 
stretched herself to death between opposing bulkheads.

I got her last message a few days later- she'd programmed 
the food printer to spit out a birthday cake for me, 
my favorite, spice cake- iced with dry mockery: Happy 
100- enjoy yourself.

Bob sits down

I do miss Alice, I miss them all.
Would I do it again? No, no, I don’t think I would.
Still, I have had a chance to get some real thinking 
done.

Lights out
End
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